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Abstract- This work describes a simulation model that
allows easily designing the control of a 100 kW wind
turbine. The Particle Swarm Optimization has been
applied in the control tuning. One of the key design
elements of a wind turbine is the control, because it
affects directly the solicitation values on the structure.
For the approach treated here, the control design is
considered a step in the mechanical design of the wind
turbine.
Keywords: Wind Turbine, Pitch Control, Small Wind
Turbine, Particle Swarm Optimization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, Wind Power has become an important
Energy resource. For example, in 2011 the percentage of
electricity obtained from Wind Power reached the 16.3%
in Spain [1]. The weight of this energy resource in power
generation companies has grown steadily, becoming
nowadays one of the most dynamic sectors of the Spanish
economy [2, 3].
However, in the field of wind energy, new trends are
still being detected. One of them moves towards the
creation of autonomous distributed generation plants.
Actually, many manufacturers are involved in the
development of small and medium size wind power
plants. This kind of turbines is suitable for domestic or
industrial autonomous applications that require electrical
generation points close to the demand. Thus, the energy
generated is used locally, while the surplus may be sold
to the electrical grid.
Unfortunately, one of the most complex issues in the
design of this kind of wind turbines is the mutual
interference among the different phases of design. In
particular, it is complex to separate the mechanical design
of the structure from the control algorithm due to the
great influence exerted by the efforts to support the wind
turbine. Conversely, the control system needs to know
certain mechanical and aerodynamic aspects. Therefore,

the controller of a wind turbine must satisfy the following
three main objectives:
1- Maximize the electric power produced. Obviously, the
wind turbine controller should optimize the power
production in order to reduce costs and increase the
profitability of the turbine.
2- Control the rotational speed in the rotor. The controller
must avoid rotor speeds that could induce high critical
loads on the turbine structure.
3- Reduce the efforts on the structure. The controller of
the turbine should minimize the regulatory activity, since
an overly active control action implies that, the forces on
the structure occur more frequently, producing greater
structural fatigue on the machine components and
reducing its lifetime.
Improving one of the previous objectives may
interfere in the others. Therefore, the task of tuning the
parameters of the turbine control is very complex. This
work is aimed at simplifying the process of tuning the
control parameters of a small or medium size wind
turbine, while keeping the three previous objectives.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL MODEL
The three fundamental aspects to model the behaviour of
a wind turbine and its power regulation or control are:
1-The aerodynamic performance of the blades,
characterized mainly by the rotor power coefficient, cp.
2-The dynamic behaviour of the power train in the wind
turbine.
3-The electrical behaviour of the generator and the power
amplifier.
There are other aspects in the control design of a wind
turbine, which are less important, such as:
- The structural design of the rotor
- The design of the tower
However, the modeling of these mechanical structures is
not necessary to make a complete study of the controller
of a wind turbine since they can be modeled with other
methods at designing and sizing time.
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A. Wind Turbine and Powertrain model
The most important characteristic of the wind turbine
is the power coefficient (cp) that defines the obtained
wind power according to expression (1):
c pπ v3 ρ air R 2
(1)
P=
2
where, P is Obtained power (W), v is wind speed (m), R
is Radius of the blade (m), ρaire is Air density, cp is Power
Coefficient = f(wind speed, pitch, angular speed) and λ is
defined as a dimensional parameter that establishes the
relationship between the wind speed and the speed of the
blade tip. The cp can be traced down as shown Figure 1.
R.w
λ=
(2)
v

Figure 1. The trace of cp

The Equation (3) produces the torque offered by the
turbine:
3
2
P c p ( λ , β ) π v ρ air R
(3)
TTurbine = =
w
2w
The power train model used in this paper is written in
Equation (4).
dw
TTurbine − iTmachine = i 2 J machine + J turbine
(4)
dt

(

)

B. Power Stage and Electric Generator Model
Since the objective of this paper is designing the
controller for a wind turbine, other issues related to
power electronics, dynamics of the electric machine or
the nature of the power grid have not been considered.
This is because these power stages can be modeled from
the wind turbine perspective as a first order system
consisting of a pair of machines with a given time
constant (See 5). Such devices usually are acquired from
established vendors for this type of products [5]. From
the point of view of a wind turbine builder it must only be
considered the turbine torque and the performance of this
stage.
dTmachine
*
(5)
= τ PE Tmachine
− Tmachine
dt
where, Tmachine is Torque imposed by the machine (N.m),

(

)

*
Tmachine
is Torque set point (N.m), and τPE is Time
constant of the power stage and electric machine (s). A
more exact description of the power stage and the electric
generator model can been found in [6].

C. Modeling of Wind Speed
The wind is an input fundamental variable to the
model which we go to work. For the correct modeling of
wind will use two terms:
1. The wind speed average.
2. The turbulence: For this kind of terms exist different
models [7]. Many of these models are fixed in military
standards [8].
In the case of our wind turbine model will use a
stepwise wind. There are other more realistic wind
models such as the Von Karman [8].
D. Control Structure
The manipulated control variables are:
1. The torque set point requested by the power stage to
the electric machine.
2. The pitch that are imposed to the turbine blades.
The controlled variable is the rotational speed of the
wind turbine. The proposed algorithm is based mainly on
split into two regimes of operation. The first is associated
with a range of speeds ranging from the minimum speed
at a speed somewhat lower than the nominal angular
velocity. In this first range of velocities is imposed on the
electric machine a torque such that in permanent regimen
the wind turbines give us the maximum power. Not
measured wind speed as it is assumed that forcing the
torque-speed curve, the dynamics of steady wind turbine
reaches the optimum point of operation. Similar strategies
can be found in [9].
If you want to achieve maximum power for a given
wind speed, you must achieve the maximum power
coefficient. This power coefficient will be maximum for a
particular pitch and λoptim. Normally, the optimum "pitch"
angle is usually 0º or an angle close to zero. In the case of
λoptim will depend on the blade profile to be taken. Based
on the foregoing, the optimum torque can be defined as
follows.
c p ,optimπρ air R 5 2
(6)
Toptim =
w
3
2λoptim
For the transition between the first and second stages
it establishing a straight line from speeds close to
nominal velocity to the rated speed of the turbine. In the
second regime of operation, we will force them to absorb
energy by the electric machine. This causes the torque is
reduced in hyperbolic shape with respect to speed.
P
(7)
Tmachine, highrange = no min al
i.w
The transition between the curves of both regimes is a
ramp that connects them, to avoid as far as possible make
sudden changes that make the structure have to support
too much effort [10]. Concerning the pitch control has
been proposed a PI control, with limit for its output value
and the speed at which regulates the pitch angle. The
output range can go from a value slightly lower than 0° to
a maximum value, the limit being 90° in case of
emergency stop. The maximum rate of change that is
supported is 10° per second, which is the most
appropriate speed to act on the blades.
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It is recalled that a slow change speed of "pitch”
makes the blades are not able to continue properly to
changes in speed, which would endanger the installation.
On the other hand, is not interesting a too rapid rate of
change as it causes excessive stresses on the structure.
The set point in the case of rotational speed regulator
is drive the wind turbine to the range of low speeds. To
do this we must invert the sign of the output of the
regulator, so that with a positive error (low speed in the
wind turbine), the pitch angle must be as small as
possible, and when he error be negative (high speed in the
wind turbine) then the regulator give an angle as large as
possible.
With this type of control will never have an
overproduction from the viewpoint of the grid. In the
other hand this type of control is complex to manage,
because when there is an increase in the torque generated
by the wind at high speeds, we need reduced the opposed
torque of the electrical machine, this is to not to exceed
the power sent to the network. This causes that the
turbine increases its speed to absorb excess wind-energy
captured.
To prevent the resonance of the turbine, the PI
regulator must increase the pitch angle for reduce excess
wind-energy captured. This means that we move along
the surface cp to place the system in a suitable yield point.
It should be noted that the pitch change means changes in
load on the blades and consequently, increase the fatigue
of the structure. Accordingly, the tuning process should
minimize the control of pitch, more specifically, its time
derivative. This aspect is described in detail in the
following section. The dynamic of the pitch loop is
defined by the valve and with the pitch controller.

dβ
= Sat−ββmax
τ electroval β * − β
(8)

max
dt
*
where, β is Pitch angle imposed by the valve (rad), β is
Pitch set point requested by the pitch controller (rad),
τelectroval is Valve time constant (s) and βmax is Maximum
ratio f change of pitch (rad/s).
The pitch regulator controls the wind turbine speed.
The speed error is defined as the difference between the
speed of rotation of the blades and the rotational speed of
the set point:
⎛
⎞
1
β * = K p ⎜ Error + Errorintegral ⎟
(9)
Ti
⎝
⎠

(

(

L

Errorintegral = Sat− integral
L

integral

))

( Errorintegral )

(10)

The proposed regulator has the following parameters:
Kp and Ti. The adjust of these parameters is often done
with linear system theory in spite of the behavior of the
wind turbine is highly nonlinear, the pitch PI controller is
tuned using linearized models of the turbine. The biggest
problem with this kind of strategy is that the operating
point varies greatly and therefore the parameters must be
gradually adjusted. This technique is called “gain
scheduling”. A good reference where you can get
justification of expressions for Kp and Ti with “gain
scheduling” is [11]. The formulas for the synthesis of the
PI controller are as follows [12].

Ti =

2ξ
ωn

Kp =

(11)

2ξ K Ω0
ωn i. 30

π

= ωn2

⎛ ∂P ⎞
⎜−
⎟
⎝ ∂β ⎠

−1

(12)

K
(13)
where ξ and ωn are design parameters. Usually, these
values are ωn=10 (rad/s) and ξ=0.66 (-) [12].
Furthermore, Ω0 is the value of the rotational speed of the
turbine around which the model is linearized. In our case,
this speed is equal to the rated speed.
Finally, the term associated with the partial derivative
of the power generated respect to "pitch" angle is
function of this angle. Therefore, the gain must be
changed depending on the value of the pitch. The change
of this term usually is considered a linear change [12],
because this term is usually considered to vary linearly
[12], because depending on the operating point, this line
varies strongly.
Due to this characteristic, this paper proposes to
adjust using an algorithm set using Computational
Intelligence PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization)
parameters that modeling the sensitivity of the power by a
line. These parameters have been designated S1 and S2
and its definition is described below.
The partial derivate of the generated power in the
turbine respect to the pitch angle is routinely referred to
as "power sensitivity" and generally dependent on three
variables: the pitch, the speed of rotation of the blades
and wind speed. Among these three variables, the wind
speed is the magnitude more complex to use.
While it is relatively easy to measure is not easy to
determine how to extrapolate measurement of wind speed
at all the points involved in the blades, since the radius of
the blades is so great that the speed that supports a shovel
point varies greatly with regard to wind speed that
supports another point.
Furthermore, the sensitivity of the power determines
the gain Kp. Therefore, in general, is assumed that the
power sensitivity is only function of pitch, and that this
dependence is linear. Although most manufacturers use
adjustments based on the surfaces of the turbine power,
these sensitivities vary strongly depending on the tools
and techniques [12]. In our case we have proposed to
perform an optimization of the points that characterize
the sensitivity by PSO technique.
Once it has set a line of sensitivities. The pitch control
of turbine is fully defined. An appropriate development to
understand the optimization algorithm is described in
[13]. In our case, the optimization algorithm changes the
sensitivities S1 and S2 these values are the sensitivities for
two values of different pitch.
Therefore, the sensitivity can be defined
mathematically as follows:
S −S
S = 2 1 ( β − β1 ) + S1
(14)
β 2 − β1
where,
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S: Sensitivity of power for a given pitch (-)
S1: Sensitivity of power for zero pitch (-)
S2: Sensitivity of power to a certain maximum pitch (-)
β: pitch angle (rad)
β1: Pitch minimum or zero (rad)
β2: maximum allowable pitch (rad)

In the case where the rotational speed is above the set
point speed, the error is negative and therefore will work
with the absolute value. The higher this value, the
resonance risk will be less. In the case of the term
associated with the activity of the pitch, we define the
following function.

E. Control Structure
When establishing a criterion of tuning control
parameters, there are three important issues:
1. Amount of energy can inject network after one year.
2. Equivalent efforts supported by wind turbine structure.
Because of these efforts, depend of each structure as well
as the geometry of the blades. To calculate this type of
effort we must to use specific software tools [14] and
[18]. They are particularly suitable programs that allow
calculation of aeroelastic efforts together with the finite
element models of the rest of the turbine, such as the
tower or the foundation of the whole structure [15] that
are properly certified for standardization organizations. In
our case, we consider that a control algorithm, which
minimizes the derivative of the pitch angle will, also
minimizes fatigue, which are subjected to the turbine
blades and the overall structure of the turbine. When
choosing a criterion for selection of the control
parameters, it has been established equivalence between
the error in speed when the rotational speed it is above
the transition speed.
3. The speed error in the high speed range. The speed
error is taken into account only when it exceeds the
threshold of the nominal rotational speed and it
approaches the speed at which excites the first mode of
vibration of the wind turbine. if the wind turbine would
be in this conditions of speed over an interval of about a
minute or so, the wind turbine would be destroyed. So
this aspect is very important to control the wind turbine,
because the integrity would be endangered.
The cost function proposed is the following one:
Cost = λ1Pavg + λ2 Errorspeed + λ3 Activity pitch
(15)

Activity pitch =

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are explained below. The term related
to the mean power value is written below.
Pavg =

Tsimulation

1

∫

Tsimulation

P.dt

(16)

0

The P average value is obtained over a period of time
equal to the duration of the simulation. The most
common simulation time is 300 seg.
ErrorSpeed =

1
Tsimulation

Tsimulation

∫
0

Errorw( high ) .dt

(17)
⎧⎪ w* − w : w > w*
ErrorW ( High ) = ⎨
⎪⎩ 0 : w < w*
As can be seen, the error is only important when the
set point is exceeded. This is because the positive errors
occur at low speeds and therefore the pitch value that
should be taken at those speeds is limited to zero, to
obtain the maximum possible power.

1
Tsimulation

Tsimulation

∫
0

dβ
.dt
dt

(18)

Fatigue is heavily dependent on rapid changes in pitch
angle because the turbine bearing loads vary strongly
with him. This makes that a control very "nervous" is not
interesting for the installation, since it forces oversize the
structure of the tower and the blades, or to greatly reduce
the life of the facility.
To finish completely define the cost function should
explain how they have chosen the weights of the three
terms discussed above. The value assigned to parameter
λ1 is -10, because it must obtain the maximum average
power. The negative sign of this parameter is because we
want to minimize the cost function. The parameter
associated with the average error of speed, λ2 is assigned
a value of 10, because if this value is great, will be closer
of the resonance in the structure. Finally, λ3 parameter
takes the value 1, as compared to the other two terms are
considered 10 times less important economically.
III. SIMULATION
To support this section we performed the simulation
of control of a small wind turbine
A. Characteristics of the Wind Turbine
The most important characteristics of the turbine are:
1. Power Rating: 100 (kW)
2. Inertia of the turbine: 28781: (Kg.m2)
3. Inertia of the rotor of the electrical machine: 5.4
(Kg.m2)
4. Curve of the blades, absolute optimum values of the
surface of cp:
• Cpmax 0.47 (-)
• βoptimo 0 (rad)
• λoptimo 6.5 (-)
5. Nominal speed which gives the nominal power of 100
kW: 50 (rpm)
6. Maximum rotational speed of the blades from which
one runs the risk of coming into a resonance: 55 (rpm)
7. Reduction coefficient: 15 (-)
8. Total efficiency of the power stage of the electrical
machine 0.9 (-)
9. Radius of the blade: 10 (m)
The wind speed was characterized as follows:
1. To control optimization has been proposed that the
speed of wind behave step by step, in which each step
remain for 60 s. The initial speed is 10 m/s and each
increment is 2 m/s ending at a wind speed of 20 m/s. It
seeks to precisely adjust the parameters of pitch control,
as this speed from the turbine is able to give the power of
100 kW, and therefore must regulate the speed of the
wind turbine with pitch angle of the blades. For our case,
this profile is sufficient, because this ensures a good
dynamic performance throughout the operating range.
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B. Simulatioon Structure
The simuulation tries too adjust the wiind turbine coontrol
based on the cost functionn proposed aboove. Thereforee, the
simulation haas been designned in severall modules.
1. General Module:
M
This part
p has to obbtain the S1 annd S2,
parameters foollowing the PSO
P
algorithm
m.
2. Evaluatioon module: This
T
module is responsiblee for
launching the simulation of
o the proposed model withh the
parameters proposed
p
by the general module.
m
Oncee the
model returnns the temporral behavior of
o the system,, this
module evaluuates the propposed cost funnction.
3. Model Moodule: This module
m
is respoonsible for syystem
simulation with
w the param
meters that havve been transfferred
by the evaluuator module. Once the sim
mulation has been
performed, the
t evaluationn module retuurns the tempporal
behavior of the
t variables involved
i
in thee cost functionn.
C. Results
The resullts obtained with
w the optim
mization perforrmed
in the simulaation are in Figgures 2 and 3..

Time [seg] 50 sec units
Figurre 2. Pitch evolution with stepwisee wind speed chan
nges 12-20 (m/s)

Power[W] 100KW power units

The mostt important paarameters in thhese models arre:
• Height of toower: 36 (m)
• Average wiind speed: 4.55 (m/s)
• Terms of tuurbulence: These terms are determined by
b the
turbulent winnd model [17]].
The mostt relevant featuures and theirr respective coontrol
devices:
1. Rotationall speed of thee turbine from
m which startts the
transition bettween two zonnes of operation
2. Rotationall speed of thee turbine from
m which comppletes
the transitionn between twoo zones of opeeration. This speed
s
is equal to thhe rated speedd and is also the
t value assiigned
by the pitch controller
c
set point ( w* ).
3. Parameters of the cost function.
f
4. Dynamic characteristiccs desired in linear
l
regime with
the PI controol running.
• ξ: Design damping
d
factorr. A good valuue is 0.66 (-) [12]
[
• ωn: Designn natural pulssation natural. A good value is
given is 10 (rrad/s) [12]
5. Time connstant of the power stagee of the electtrical
machine: 0.1 (s)
6. Time constant of the valves
v
that setts the pitch of
o the
blade: 10 (º/ss)
7. Maximum
m rate of changge of valves: 10
1 (º/s)
8. Maximum
m angle of pittch in normaal operation inn the
area of high speeds: 45 (deegrees)
9. Minimum
m angle of pitcch in normal operation
o
for both
the area of hiigh and low sppeeds: 0 (º)
10. Speed sett point in highh speed area, w×50
w
(rpm)
Features of the PSO opptimization alggorithm:
1. Number of particles: 155
2. Number of iterations: 1000
3. Coefficiennts of inertia: 0.00009
0
4. Simulationn horizon Tsimuulation: 300 (s)
5. Coefficiennts r1 and r2 of the PSO algorithm:
a
uniiform
distributions between 0 annd 0.1.

Pitch [[º]] 5 degrees angle units

Internationall Journal on “Technical
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Time [seg] 50 sec units
Figure 3. Evolution of tthe received pow
wer

The
T
minimuum cost haas been ach
hieved withh
S1=--48.65663, S2=-78.5651.
=
The pitch conttrol algorithm
m
adap
pts to each new situation. Furthermore, the rotationn
speeed has a similaar behavior duuring the diffeerent steps, soo
we can
c consider that
t
the adapttation to diffeerent workingg
poin
nts is accompllished properlyy. Both in thee power curvee
as th
he velocity cuurve, the firsst 50 seconds of time is a
perio
od in which the
t control syystem must be
b adjusted too
havee a rotational speed suitablee for a wind of
o 12 m/s, andd
due to this presennts a transient as pronounced
d.
USIONS
IV. CONCLU
The
T most impportant contriibution of thiis paper is too
prop
pose a modeliing able to caalculate the most
m importantt
aspeects of the winnd turbine conntrol but simp
ple enough soo
that it can be sim
mulated in anny simulation
n platform off
dynaamic systems. The secondd conclusion is
i that by thee
resu
ults obtained with the sim
mulation of the
t
proposedd
mod
del can take innformation froom different pllatforms.
Finally,
F
usingg the propoosed model can proposee
diffeerent control strategies succh as those proposed in [4]]
and other techniquues for tuningg of control paarameters.
As
A a final conclusion
c
it could to strress that thee
prop
posed model can be easilyy generalized
d [14], whichh
mak
kes it possiblee to reduce thee number of iterations
i
andd
timee of each iteraation in the deesign. Becausse, it allows a
direcct calculationn of the mosst important efforts
e
in thee
strucctural design of the instaallation, such
h as bendingg
mom
ments at the rooot of the bladdes of the turbine. The PSO
O
tech
hnique is widely applied to m
many other co
ontrol areas ass
conttrol parameterr optimizationn algorithm. Finally,
F
goodd
exam
mples can be found
f
at [19, 220].
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Currentlyy, the authors are working in the developpment
of models that
t
integratee the above aspects withh the
variables thaat best define the
t structural behavior
b
of a wind
turbine. On the
t other handd, the authorss are also worrking
on new winnd turbine control
c
strateggies, in ordeer to
compare amoong different control strateegies as applied to
the control of wind turbinees.
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